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Ironwood Manufacturing
Located in Missoula, Montana

TPM Member since August 1990

Ironwood Manufacturing has been manufacturing school
and office furniture for over 30 years. Its roots run even
deeper. In 1959 Clinton Knudson, started a small wood
shop making dressers and night stands. He believed in
solid, sensible furniture. Edward and his brother Chuck
took over operations in the early 70s and increased the
business into a four man shop. Several years later the
company began producing commercial furniture.

Engineering and design is the beginning of turning an idea into a
completed project. Here Troy Clinton works on a design.

Edward and his wife Carol branched out on-their-own
in 1984, and started Ironwood Manufacturing. In 2006
their son Brandon took over the operations at Ironwood
Manufacturing and continues the high quality production
with three generations of experience behind him.
Tsering Karchungtsang works at the CNC Router.

“Ironwood Manufacturing has been building solid,
sensible furniture in the Rocky Mountain West since
the ‘80s. Our heritage and location have helped to
make us a sound, competitive company. Family owned,
we have built our business on an honest handshake
and fair dealing. Our furniture is our reputation.”
President Brandon Knudson
Chad Espinoza pays aƩenƟon to the detail and quality
of the final product.

Ironwood’s original business was built on providing
custom built furniture for schools, offices and libraries.
In 2003 Ironwood expanded its business into the readyto-assemble (RTA) furniture market. Since then, it has
improved and added to its line-up of RTA offerings,
and continues the Ironwood tradition of service, with its
product line built to meet or exceed industry standards.

The Ironwood plant’s footprint covers 68,000 square feet.
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The global economy brings accentuated meaning to
buying local. The Ironwood culture of working hard,
playing hard, and looking after family and friends, is the
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tradition of the people in the heart of the Rockies. This
same tradition shows in the production of its furniture,
made with a craftsman pride, high quality, providing
return on investment, and local support.
“We know you have the choice when making your
purchase. We want to prove to you in every product
we produce that your choice was a good choice.”
President, Brandon Knudson

Andrew Mitzel welding the corner of a table frame.

Ironwood’s furniture is manufactured based on tried and
true designs, engineered for durability and functionality.
It utilizes optimized processes for maximum yield of
raw materials, minimized waste and lower environmental
impact. The Ironwood employees take pride in producing
excellent products for the end user.

Andrew Mitzel also works in the paint booth finishing parts.

Over half of the products produced at Ironwood every
year have been modified in some way to better fit the
customer’s needs. This collaboration keeps the company’s
imagination energized and provides the evolution of its
products to fit the changing needs of its consumers. When
buying furniture, price and quality are always a concern.
Ironwood specializes in the ready-to-assemble (RTA) furniture market,
but is able to customize the design for each customer’s needs.

Ironwood provides several levels of quality in the products
it makes. The Ironwood experience helps the customer
stay in budget and meet the needs of its facility. Each
project is meticulously reviewed for realistic and practical
use. From concept to completed design, Ironwood works
to provide the best furniture options for each individual
project.

The shop floor is kept clean and organized to
make working easy and safe.

Ironwood Manufacturing, can be reached at: Phone 406.721.4747
1700 Turner, PO Box 1420, Missoula, Montana 59806-1420
http://www.ironwoodmfg.com/
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